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Williams as the cheater.
A Public Safety official told The Mirror, "We
The University cheating scandal finally came to a caught him red-handed as well as red-faced, redclose today, revealing former FUSA President Hutch bellied and red-backed.
"I saw that some grades were Stag-negative
and needed to be changed to Stag-positive."
said Williams.
The former "head Stag." as his cronies called
him. is currently working in the Athletics Department as a towel boy.
100A
Williams got into the system not through a contact
FUSA
in Computing and Networking Services (CNS) like
Presid®"'
many thought, but through a Prichard worker who is
in charge of informational and technological systems
as well as bathroom maintenance.
In response to the incident. FUSA President
Josh Sizemore announced that the University would
be switching to a Gmail-based system, or Google
e-mail. When asked what Gmail would accomplish.
Sizemore said. "I am not sure but I very rarely check
my e-mail anyway."
Giles Bono^The Mirror
Sizemore wanted to remind the University
Former FUSA President Hutch Williams is not so happy today, community that despite the incident. "Sizemore
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still matters."
University officials said that they do not anticipate
the incident to happen again because the Internet is so
slow in many parts of campus.
Administrators have no set course of action but anticipate Williams will continue his role at Fairfield and
deliver a dual commencement address on educational and
business ethics, alongside Bernie Madoff of The Madoff
Investment Fund.
Professors were upset when the Academic Vice
President's office issued Williams an honorary degree and
a lifetime supply of red T-shirts for the unneeded stress
he has endured during the revealing of his name.
Student and faculty members remain outraged that
the student has been allowed to graduate with seemingly
no punishment, except the stigma of rooting for a basketball team that never won when he was a student.
Williams is also currently under investigation for allegedly embezzling funds earmarked for the proposed golden
stag statue in order to pay for his body paint addiction.
Stay tuned for on-going coverage of this story.

Troubled waters
University announces new
off-campus policy, no students
to be released next year
BY S.L.

P

PALIN

Due to the decreased amount of incoming freshmen
and a tight economic budget, the University has announced that no students will be able to live off-campus
after the 2009-2010 academic year.
The decision came after a number of money-gathering options were considered; a campus-wide e-mail cited
disallowing beach residency would ease many of the
financial and social problems the University must face
with the controversial Off-Campus Boarder Lottery.
"The decision to keep all students on campus is
one that not only would move us in the direction of that
strategic plan thing, but it would give less fodder to the
endless amounts of student complaints asking why only
some people are allowed to live at the beach," according
to the e-mail.
The Office of Residence Life rejoiced in its office
in the lower level of the Barone Campus Center after
hearing the news, eating cake and reminiscing about
times when hate mail and angry calls flooded the office,
according to one student witness.
"It's just easier to tell the senior class now that they
can't get off campus ever," said one Residence Life staff
member. "Because God knows we all already hear it
from the half of them who don't get off campus."
As such, Apartment Complex singles will be turned
into doubles, townhouses will hold twice as many people
as currently exists and all the lounges in the freshmen
buildings will be turned into dorm rooms.
With such housing changes, many students
express outrage.
"I can't believe this," said Hans Brown '11. "I've
been planning to live at the Beach since high school.
Now, what am I going to do with that yellow bikini I
bought two years ago?"
"This is never going to fly," said Christina Sporcle
'12. "I'm not living in the kitchen of a townhouse!"
Students of social justice clubs are planning to hold
a hunger strike from Barone cafeteria; Sodexo management was unavailable for comment.

Economics Professor Phil Lane underwent facial reconstruction surgery over Spring Break in an effort to trim
years off his appearance. "Himself, I feel 20 years younger," said Lane. "Before I wasn't able to look in my cahr's
rearview mirrah without feeling ashamed at how I had let myself go. Now I'm like the Boston Red Sox. They got
rid of 86 years, I took off 20."

Bridgeport man wanders into Fairfield
BY CLAYTON BIGSBY

A local Bridgeport man, who fell asleep on the bus, awoke
Sunday after reaching the end of the bus route in Fairfield. Attempting to walk back to the city, he inadvertently stumbled
onto Fairfield's campus.
Walking through the town and surrounding area, the man
was struck by the multitude of wealthy people and rich, opulent
houses and stores.
Then, he approached the Fairfield University campus. The
man made it as far as the Barone Campus Center after walking
up the hill near Bellarmine Hall past the pond and the lawn.
"I've never seen anything so beautiful," the unidentified
man said as tears filled his eyes, according to witnesses.
The man became confused and puzzled by the inundation
of North Faces, Uggs, Lacoste, Polo and designer clothes.
He was met with stares from a crowd of students who had
never seen someone from Bridgeport before.
"To be honest, I was a little scared," said Christina Rose-

blum '11. "One of the main reasons I applied to Fairfield was
that it was No. 2 in homogenous population.
"Although, my parents were a little concerned since it
was so close to a city."
However, other students were more sympathetic.
"I totally relate, brah," said Keith Fitzpatrick TO.
"Lil' Wayne's my boy, yo. I'm from the hard streets of
Bergen County."
The Bridgeport man was quickly detained by Public Safety
before he could see anymore.
"Our cloaking spell must have worn off," said Public
Safety Chief Kingsley Shacklebolt. "Those people aren't supposed to be able to see our campus. To outsiders, it appears to
be just another Black Rock package store."
President of Student Affairs Archibald Winston III agreed
that the incident should never have happened.
"It's bad enough we force our students to go into that area
for some home basketball games," he said. "We don't need it
following us back here."

April Fools' Issue 2009 - Happy April Fools' Day! (Flip the page to see the regular edition of The Mirror)
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Testing the waters

took advantage of the
given opportunities,
grade distribution
for certain courses,
among other steps."
Admissions predicts that by making SATs optional,
Fairfield may begin to
attract a more diverse
student applicant pool.
Pellegrino said that
this was not the main
reason for making the
switch, but it could

Fairfield to go SAT-optional
for class of 2014
BY MARGUERITE WARD

As of the fall 2010 semester, Fairfield will join a select
group of universities nationwide that no longer require students
to submit standardized testing for admission.
Under the new policy, prospective students will no longer need to submit SAT/ACT scores when applying. Should
they choose not to submit the standardized tests, they will
be "strongly encouraged" to include an additional essay,
according to Director of Undergraduate Admissions Karen
Pellegrino. This essay will be specific to Fairfield and its educational goals; and while administrators have yet to decide the
actual prompt, possible subjects include certain Jesuit values
or the importance of living and learning.
The new policy was announced through a campus-wide
e-mail Friday from University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx,
iMs'irar'• wno wrote tnat tn's cnange is part of the
: University's on-going commitment to its
EDITORIAL
; strategic plan.
P. 5
j
Pellegrino said the idea to make this
"SAT
i change has been in the mix for over a year
OPTIONAL ..." ■ and a half between administrators and adp. 6
• missions counselors.
"In a lot of ways, declaring Fairfield
University to be SAT-optional is just formalizing what we have
been doing for the last five years," Pellegrino said.
With this initiative, Fairfield joins a handful of other colleges that have adopted SAT-optional policies including Bowdoin, Holy Cross, Dickinson, Providence and Wake Forest.
The administration offered philosophical and practical
explanations for the switch.
"By making SAT scores optional, we are bringing our
admission procedures more consistently into line with our
strategic vision," von Arx wrote in the e-mail.
The more practical explanation,

Contributed Photo

which von Arx also cited in the e-mail announcement, recognized that standardized tests sometimes fail to be an unbiased
and fair predictor of one's intelligence.
But many students are concerned with how the student
body will be affected.
"SATs are necessary because they create an equal judgment base across the board. It's the same test for everyone,"
said Krissi Gorsuch '12.
Many students agree that high school transcripts and
GPAs, while they are telling of a student's ability, can often be
deceptive. A high GPAor the quality of curriculum at one high
school could vary from school to school, and yet look exactly
the same on paper. The SATs, on the other hand, give a specific
numerical value, a grade on one's ability in a subject.
In response, Pellegrino said that Admissions plans to
continue to weigh the SATs that are submitted, as has been
done in recent years. In addition, she explained that admissions tries to sift through grade inflation and find common
judging ground through "analyzing the quality of curriculum;
for example, what level courses were offered, if the student

become an added benefit.
The extra work load for admissions counselors was also a
concern, but Pellegrino said that Fairfield may need to expand
its number of application readers and that it might hire parttime readers with experience in guidance counseling.
Another area of concern is college rankings and ratings.
U.S News and World Report Best Colleges, one of the most
widely used college ranking systems, uses standardized test
scores as one of its basis for ranking.
Pellegrino said that this is probably, "the biggest area of
concern," among alumni and others who disagree with the
new policy. But Pellegrino argued that in reality, Fairfield's
ranking would not be influenced.
"Look at other colleges of similar caliber that have
[switched to SAT optional]. They have not seen a decline;
in fact, they have seen a more diverse applicant pool,"
Pellegrino said.
Another possibility is that Fairfield's rankings could go
up, as applicants with higher SAT scores are more likely to
submit their scores, creating the possibility of higher reported
numbers. Administrators are debating having students report
their scores after admissions decisions are made in order to
have numbers for rankings.
"As long as Fairfield will continue to admit a high-quality
student and not become more lax with their admissions, I don't
really mind the optional SAT," said Sam Bremer '12.

No-bama?
Notre Dame receives criticism for
selecting pro-choice Obama as
commencement speaker
BY KEITH CONNORS

At Notre Dame, a commencement speaker is named.
On the Internet, a niche group moves to rouse a petition. At
Villanova, a graduate student writes in dismay. On campus,
Fairfield hosts a conference to discuss the issue publicly.
At the center of all the newfound controversy lies Barack
Obama: President of the United States, leader of the free
world, pro-choice candidate.
The University of Notre Dame's decision to name Obama
as its commencement speaker at the University's graduation
ceremony on May 17, 2009 has caused widespread debate
among Catholic groups on and off campus. While most
groups, Catholic or secular, lauded Notre Dame's choice,
many conservative Christian factions across America cite
Obama's stance on abortion — in which he explicitly supports
a woman's right to choose — as a position in conflict with

IN BRIEF

"Condoms: When religion
and reality collide" See p. 5

Catholic doctrine.
Specifically, several
grassroots pro-life groups
— including Catholic Vote,
org — have started peContributed Photo
titions in opposition of President Barack Obama's opinion on abortion has made him a controversial choice
Notre Dame's choice, to speak at Catholic universities.
claiming that Obama's
"utterly shameful record on life" is not worthy of an honor- sadly been ignored, or perhaps were simply lies."
ary degree from a Catholic university, especially one of such
The Mirror obtained a copy of Burch's letter in an e-mail
forwarded from Annie Rast, a graduate student at Villanova
national prominence.
"Sadly, it is now indisputable that our President has University, who urged other Catholic schools — and students
become the world's leading promoter of abortion, embryo- — to consider Burch's petition.
killing cloning and research, taxpayer-funded abortion, and
Ironically, amidst the public stir of Notre Dame's choice,
a vigorous opponent of conscience protections for medical Fairfield housed an open forum on Tuesday night regarding
professionals," said Brian Burch, president of Catholic Vote,
SEE "SMALL" ON P. 3
org. "His campaign promises to find 'common ground' have

Who is Brendan Sargent?
Find out about the 2011 class
vice president. See p. 7

"Slightly Stoopid rocks out
Toad's Place" See p. 9

"Fight to the finish" Coverage of men's lacrosse.
See p. 15
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The Green Scene: 'Captain Planet1 Edition
Environmental news in brief

Pistachios recalled to Salmonella

BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

Fire

BY COURTNEY KERN

Hotline created to deal with unsafe cabs
The Department of Public Safety (DPS) at
Loyola Maryland has created a hotline that students
can dial RIDE to whenever they need to file a complaint against cab companies.
There are numerous issues with taxi cab safety
on campus with students. The most frequent problem is when cab drivers offer steep flat-rates when
the students first enter the cab. It is illegal for a
cab to drive without the meter running. This money
often is just for the driver's personal gain.
The DPS has also warned students against
unmarked cabs or "hacks" that are not licensed and
are not a part of a company. Although these cars
are usually cheaper than licensed ones, they are
more dangerous.
The Student Government Association is sending
out e-mails to all students while Campus Safety is
distributing information through student mailboxes
with advice pertaining to this growing problem.
Source: The Greyhound

Tom Brokaw announced as 2009
commencement speaker
Fordham has announced journalist Tom Brokaw
as the class of 2009's commencement speaker. Brokaw
was the first American reporter to announce the start of
the Iraq War.
Senior Will Neves said that Brokaw was a good
choice, however, he added, "I would rather have had
Stephen Colbert ... I would rather have humor than seriousness considering the economy is looking so bleak."
Neves was not the only student hoping for Colbert
as the commencement speaker. A Facebook petition
was created earlier in the school year to get Colbert
as the speaker.
Source: The Observer

Administrators asked to work less hours
In an effort to be more frugal in these tough economic times, St. Joseph's University is asking for volunteers from the administration to voluntarily offer to work
less hours. Full-time administrators have a few options
when it comes to this work reduction program. They can
shorten their work week by a day. They can also take of
a whole month of their school year.
As Sharon Eisman, the assistant vice president for
human resources clarified, "The months do not need to
be taken all at once but the time off can be split up into
increments no smaller than a week."
While receiving the same benefits, less time working means less pay accordingly for these administration
volunteers. The University discovered some interest in
the program after holding informational meetings for
the administration.
S.o.urcs; The. Hawk

Earth

New study shows links between volcano
dust and rising global temperatures
A new study from the University of WisconsinMadison has found a link between decreasing levels of
dust from volcanic eruptions and warming in the North
Atlantic Ocean.
Since 1980, upwards of 70 percent of the warming
in the Atlantic has been due to the lower amounts of dust
blown from dust storms and erupting volcanoes, according
to the scientists of the study in Science.
The study found that dust can actually
reduce hurricane and storm activity "by al-. ,
lowing less sunlight to reach the water and
thus cool the sea surface," according to lead
author Amato Evan. Dust has also been
shown to produce warmer air and water
temperatures, furthering hurricanes.
Between 2004-2005, low dust and
air particle activity was related to a
high frequency of storms. Evan, along
with his colleagues, believe dust is an
important factor in understanding historic
climatic patterns.
Source: Agency France-Presse; MNN.com

Water
Ancient coral species discovered off Hawaiian coast
Scientists from Texas A&M University recently
discovered the oldest-known coral species, dated at
4,265 years old.
Prior to this recent discovery, researchers counted
the rings of the coral - much like that of tree - and gave
an approximate age of 70 years.
The findings of this new research emphasizes that
the skeletons of corals grow relatively slowly, at only a
few micrometers a year, versus the more visible polyps
that regenerate.
Much like shallow water corals, deep-sea corals have
been threatened in recent years by harmful shipping and
fishing practices, including dredging, pollution and rising
sea levels and water temperatures.
Brendan Roark, one scientist in the study, fears that
because coral has a'lengthy maturation process, further
destruction of coral reefs could erase entire ecosystems
and take several decades to rebuild.
Source: MSNBC.com; LiveScience.com

Just when Americans were eating peanuts again, the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is now alerting
consumers to stay away from pistachios due to possible
Salmonella contamination.
California-based company Setton Pistachio of Terra
Bella, Inc., the second-largest producer of the nut, has ceased
all manufacturing and has recalled upwards of one million
pounds of the product.
The Georgia Nut Company, Back to Nature Foods and
Kroger have already issued recalls on some of their products
containing pistachios.
For the latest list of products affected by the recall, visit
Fda.gov/pistachios.
Source: FDA.gov

Wind
Renewable energy gets a boost in 2008
Applications and uses of renewable wind,
solar, geothermal and biomass energies increased
in 2008 by 17.6 percent from 2007, according
to data released by the Energy Information
Administration.
The upsurge in non-hydro renewable energy is found to be due to the growing sectors of
wind and solar technology, which saw an increase of 51 percent
and 26 percent, respectively, in 2008 from the previous year.
Despite the wind, sun and earth's ability to harness power
in 2008, renewable energy experts and economists predict a
slow start in 2009 given the recession. Yet, President Obama's
stimulus package includes a renewed interested and investment
in wind and solar technologies.
Source: ENN.com; WBCSD.org

Heart
Can Fail field become America's Greenest Campus?
SmartPower and the U.S. Department of Energy are teaming up to sponsor America's Greenest Campus, the first national
competition among colleges and universities to reduce their
overall carbon footprint of their community.
Until Oct. 5,2009, students, faculty, staff and alumni can
gather to sign on to collectively decrease their environmental
impact and lower their carbon emissions. The competition allows students to earn up to $20,000 for their universities.
The contest's Web site keeps track of the number of representatives per school. Currently, George Mason University, the
University of Maryland-College Park and Stanford University
hold the top spots.
To enter the contest - and to watch Obama Girl's
"Save your energy" music video - go to AmericasGreenestCampus.com.

Small niche of Catholics upset with Notre Dame
CONTINUED FROM P.

2

the issue, "Are Catholic Universities still Catholic?" The
panel consisted of several diverse, comprehensive members
of the University, ranging from professors and administrative
officials, to students and staff members.
Similarly, religious studies professors on campus have
brought the issue of Notre Dame's choice into the classroom for a more academic perspective. All the professors
that opined overwhelmingly condemned the rather closeminded opposition.
"I polled my classes last week about the furor over Notre
Dame's invitation, calling their attention to the link to it on
the home page of the National Catholic Reporter," Fairfield
Religious Studies Professor Hugh Humphrey said. "Most
were quite willing to have Fairfield extend an invitation to
the President, precisely because he would come as President
and not as an anti-Catholic."
Many professors echoed Humphrey's sentiments. Some
went a step further, asserting that the niche, pro-life critics'
petition is the "the work of a small and unrepresentative
organization which frequently targets Catholic institutions
for the people they invite to speak or give honorary degrees
to, simply because of some single issue, usually the abortion

issue," said Paul Lakeland, the Alysius P. Kelley, S.J. chair
in Catholic studies.
"I abhor this kind of pressure being placed on any
schools, Catholics or otherwise," Lakeland added.
"If a university is sponsored by a particular religious group
— Baptist, Methodist, Jewish, Roman Catholic, etc. — it is
important for that university to respect and affirm the positions
of the church with which they are affiliated — and vice versa,"
said Elizabeth Dreyer, Fairfield religious studies professor.
"But this support should not take the form of blind acceptance," Dreyer added.
"It would be a sad day in American Catholic life if Notre
Dame were unable to invite the President of the United States
to speak," said Rosemarie Gorman, a religious studies adjunct
professor at Fairfield. "Such an invitation does not mean that
the university endorses particular positions."
As for the issue of Fairifield's adherence to basic Catholic
teachings and the general state of Jesuit Universities across
America, academics chimed in that the relationship between
a university and its religious sponsor or affiliation is one of
constant evolution.
"Fairfield today may have fewer Jesuits that when I arrived, but it continues in the Jesuit tradition, and the Catholic
ethos is very much supported," Humphrey said. "There's been
change, of course, but also marked continuity."
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Hopefully you can understand satire
BY FREQUENT OFFENDER

Tuesday, March 24,2009
2:00 a.m. A student was referred to judicial for wearing
nothing but white boxer briefs and a pink feather
boa, while dancing suggestively in front of
Bannow. Public Safety officers could find
no specific rule that he broke but they assure the community that there will be a rule
in place for such a situation by next year.

Wednesday, March 25, 2009
5 p.m. A fight was broken up between
two men's lacrosse players after an argument
had broken out about who had a larger stick.

Thursday, March 26,2009
1:30 p.m. Public Safety received a call reporting a suspicious person on campus. Officers stopped the individual
and escorted him off campus. They were forced to let him
back on campus however, as it was former FUSA president,'
Hitch Wallace, and he still goes here, works here and has a
StagCard.

4:20 a.m. A student reported smelling a skunk in the
vicinity of townhouse block one. Officers responded to the
scene and found only two students smoking what appeared
to be a cigar. The officers returned to Loyola empty handed
but really hungry.
Saturday, March 28,2009
2:20 a.m. Associate Director of Public
Safety Frans Fickle spotted a streaker crossing
Alumni Field. The associate director pursued
but was unable to apprehend the suspect.
When asked whether the suspect was male or
female, Fickle said simply, "I couldn't tell, the
person had a bag over their head."
Monday, March 5,1770
12:00 p.m. The Minutemen were summoned to
the campus commons after a student mob was fired upon,
volley after volley, by the Redcoat Public Safety Officers.
Sophomore Paul Revere was reported riding his mountain
bike across campus, screaming, "the British are coming, the
British are coming."
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Want to write, take photos or video or sell ads for
The Mirror? Contact Tom Cleary at
tom.w.cleary@gmail.com or stop by for our
Thursday night meetings at 6:30 p.m. every week.

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for more
information at mirrorphotos@gmail.com
Chamber Fabric Company is looking for Account
managers, Payroll Assistant, Book Keeper, Clerk
and sales representatives.
We pay $3,000 a month plus benefits.
Requirements - Should be a computer literate,
candidates must be over 18 yrs of age. Must be
Efficient and Dedicated. If you are interested and
need more information, please send e-mail to
chamberfabricscompanyworldwide@yahoo.com

PART TIME JOB OPPORTUNITY
Charity Safe is interested in hiring additional
cashiers and accountant Representative. If you
are interested contact us via Email Address
at:charitysafe2safe@yahoo.com
Payroll Accounting position available for
2-3hrs and work online and earn much more
$2,500-$9,000 monthly. Kindly email me for
details, harrymich019@gmail.com
PART TIME JOB OFFER FROM MINAJ ART
GALLERY!!!
Are you seeking an extra income? Would you
like to work at your own convenient time and
earn right as you work? We have the answer. A
humble applicant should contact us via
Email Address at:
employmentminajOl @gmail.com
Beautiful 5 bedroom, 2 bath colonial walking
distance to FFLD Univ. Available Fall 09
917.733.8577

TO CONTACT US:
MAIL: 1073 North Benson Road, Box AA,
Fairfield University, Fairfield, CT 06824
OFFICE: Barone Campus Center Room 104
MEETINGS: Thursday, 6:30 p.m., Mirror Office
E-MAIL: General: TheMirror.feedback@gmail.com
Advertising: fairfieldmirrorads@gmail.com

The Mirror strives to report accurately in all its stories.
If you encounter any errors, please contact Editor in
Chief Alexandra Gross at (203) 256-6529.
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Opting for SAT-optional
The SATs are every high school student's worst nightmare. Countless hours of preparation spent with expensive
textbooks and review classes for a test that essentially determines a student's college career. But what if the SATs do
not reveal a student's real intelligence and only benefit those
who are gifted test-takers or can afford the review books
and courses? This is a question that many colleges and universities throughout the country have been asking, including
Fairfield University.
Director of Undergraduate Admissions Karen Pellegrino
supports the new SAT-optional trend that is hitting colleges
and universities around the country. Pellegrino claims this
change gives the Admissions staff the chance to look at the
applicant in a holistic view instead of relying on a number.
If a student chooses to opt out of sending in his or her
SAT scores, the student will write an additional essay that
will give the University greater insight into the student.
Nonetheless, the intent for the essay is not to make the student write what the University wants to hear, but to make
the applicant think. The question will likely relate to Jesuit
ideals and values or the living and learning option, to better see the students interest in what Fairfield has to offer.
The reason behind Fairfield's switch to an SAT-optional school goes back to the school's Jesuit roots to educate
the whole person or cura personalis. Since Fairfield is
looking at the whole person, it is a smart move to make
the SATs optional. Many students do well in school, but
are simply not test-takers or cannot afford the Princeton
Review or Kaplan SAT prep courses. In addition, studies
show that the SAT is not a reliabke predictor of how well
students will perform in their first year of college.
Regardless, Pellegrino predicts that about 80 percent of applicants will still submit SAT scores, so the
application process is not being completely altered that
much. The University does hope that students who once
thought acceptance to Fairfield was a lost cause will now
rethink applying to Fairfield without one less factor on
their application.
Considering rankings, Fairfield is not worried about
the new SAT-optional policy affecting the school's overall rankings since most of the schools that have adopted
this policy are top tier schools.
While Fairfield is taking a step in the right direction and
most applicants will certainly appreciate the new policy,
the pressure to perform on the SAT still remains. Pellegrino
shares in our opinion that the SATs will not disappear soon,
to the dismay of high school students everywhere. But if
you are reading this, it is likely that the SAT part of your
life is over, but don't forget about the impending MKAT, the
GMAT, the GRE, the MAT...
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In reference to the front page "Morron" column, "The grade changer unmasked" by Ham Burglar, part of our April
Fools' edition. Did we fool you? E-mail your comments to mirror.comment@gmail.com.

Condoms

When religion and reality collide

BY SARAH FRANK

When it came to sex education, I remember being told in both middle school and high school that
abstinence should be the first choice, but, if necessary,
one should always use a condom to protect against
pregnancy, and of course STDs and HIV. Apparently
Pope Benedict XVI doesn't feel the same way.
On Tuesday, March 17 Benedict arrived in
Yaounde, Cameroon's capital, greeted by a crowd
of flag-waving, camera-snapping people on his first
pilgrimage to Africa as Pope.
Pope Benedict argued that HIV/AIDS is, "a
tragedy that cannot be overcome by money alone,
that cannot be overcome through the distribution of
condoms, which can even increase the problem."
Instead, he said that the solution is "spiritual and
human awakening" and "friendship for those who suffer." Although Africa is seen as vital to the Church's
future, since the number of practicing Catholics in the
developed world has been dwindling, the relationship
is not without controversy.
The aforementioned statement made by Pope
Benedict is probably one of the most horrifically
ignorant statements ever made by a world leader.
Not only does it set Catholicism theory back a
few thousand years, butit also is highly offensive to
the women. The Pope advised women in the audience
to exhibit, "correct behavior regarding one's body."

According to UN figures for 2007, some 22
million people are infected with HIV in sub-Saharan
Africa; this amounts to about two-thirds of the
global total.
Matemilola, a medical doctor who has been living
with HIV/AEDS for more than a decade said "the Pope
saying they are not. good [condoms] is like someone
saying traveling by air is not 100 percent safe, so we
should not fly," in a recent Reuters interview.
However it appears that Pope Benedict's advice is completely useless to women in Africa. In
the United Nations magazine, Africa Renewal, one
expert who participated in a survey of AIDS impact
on young African women said "[They] are not in
a position to abstain. They are not in a position to
demand faithfulness of their partners. In many cases
they are in fact faithful, but are being infected by
unfaithful partners."
Although Pope Benedict is correct in saying that
AIDS cannot be eradicated by condom use alone, he
could have offered advice other than to abstain such
as informing women about STDs, and distributing
anti-viral foam, which is the only form of protection
against AIDS that women can control and secretly
use without their husbands' permission.
The Roman Catholic Church's position on condoms clearly has not changed, but is it right for the
Pope to preach the Church's ideals and beliefs at the
expense of peoples' safety and health?

The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirror.comment@gmail.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror.feedback@mail.com
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
"There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
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Pope Benedict recently argued that condoms alone cannot stop the HIV/AIDS crisis
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Party etiquette 101
Classy vs. trashy
BY DAN LEITAO

From Joe College to Joe Schmoe you can always find a variety
of people at a party, from the guy who is designated driver to the
guy who should have been cut off five drinks ago. We all know the
people who keep it classy or go way too trashy when living it up
at Fairfield.
Don't take the free beer with you
The first move that shows if you are keeping it classy when
partying it up is how you show up to said party. Everyone has tagged
along with a friend of a friend to a party before, not knowing who
lives there, memorizing the one name your friend told you. Those
who throw the party should always expect uninvited people to show
up. But as an uninvited guest, you have to stay classy and try not
to draw attention to yourself.
There is nothing worse than five people standing outside a
house fighting over who should walk in first, especially when you're
down at the beach, holding solo cups. Fairfield parties do not have a
cover charge, which means that you are there on the party-thrower's
dime. There is nothing more trashy than being the guy pocketing
beers on your way out of a party and it is even worse when you
don't know the person living there.
Pack some beers before you leave your place. Don't steal from
a party where the drinks are free.
It may be war, but keep it civil
When it comes to drinking games, most people keep it civil. While they
may rave about their last great game or subtly mention that they have not been
beaten in five weeks, drinking games are meant to be fun.
Feel free
to argue about
if it is Beirut
or Beer Pong,
what an Ace
is in "Kings,"
or even how
much beer to
fill a cup in
"Flip cup."
Always accept the house
rules, because
that is how to
keep it classy.
There are, of
course, trashy
moves when
it comes
to drinking games,
whether it is
cheating or
cutting the
line. There is
nothing more
Photo illustrations by Jon Ollerther/The Mirror
scummy than

the doublecross-off on
the Beirut list,
where suddenly the people who just
won and the
people below
arecrossed-off
in the same
stroke, trying
to make it look
like a drunken
mistake.
Finally,
everyone likes
to play a drinking game, but how many different combinations can you put on a list
at once? When your name is on a Beirut list three different times, you
might want to start thinking about quitting.
Get out, or at least get out of sight
When it comes to hooking up at parties, there are different
levels of classy and trashy. Most will argue the classiest approach
is to save it until after the party. This is not high school. You don't
have to get home before your curfew. You are trashy if you hook
up in the middle of the party where people must walk by to get to
the keg or the bathroom.
You are certainly trashy when you're engaged in anything more
then kissing. Making out can be okay if it's done in good taste, when
those hands start roving, don't get a room -just go home.
Another slightly less trashy group under chronic hook-up offenders is the people who drink so much that they think they are
hidden. To all of you, we can still see you behind that book shelf or
around the corner even if you are drunk. The classiest approach for
the party hook-up is the out of sight approach, whether it be outside
where nobody is around or in a bedroom. If you don't live there,
don't use a bedroom without the owner's permission. Remember,
some one else has to sleep there.
Trashed means being trashy
When it comes to having chugged too many beers or downed
to many shots, there are two moves you can make to make to be
known as either the classy one or the trashy one.
First, you must realize when it is time to go back home or to
let the alcohol take hold and be "that guy" or "that girl". "That guy"
typically gets destructive or does stupid things, which usually results
in a write-up, a ticket/arrest, a hole in the wall or a broken door.
"That girl," on the other hand, usually sends texts or gets upset.
Either way, when you think you have reached that point in the night
it is best to call a the cab or start dodging Public Safety on the walk
back. Otherwise, when you wake up the next morning in a strange
townhouse, you better book it before those residents wake up.
Let's face it, most of us have had that night we want to forget
when we were trashy instead of classy, and our friends won't let
us live those times down. But when you go out with the intention
to act trashy, you might as well stay in that night.

Fairfield woman handcuffs self to ex-husband
through webcbstv.com, where Drawbough
assumes a position to keep his insane exwife pinned down, and proceeds to call
Divorce and marriage separations 9-11 for police help.
are never fun to talk about. Many emoTowards the middle of the call, Drawtions are felt, from sadness to anger to bough screams, as he notifies the other end
somewhere in between.
of the phone that Sun is bitWhen Fairfield resident,
ing him. What atrocious deHelen Sun, decided to
cision had Drawbough made
toward their relationship to
handcuff herself to her
sleeping ex-husband last
receive this treatment?
March 24, the emotions
"Because I divorced her
brought to the table exand tried leaving, [screams in
ceeded the norm.
pain multiple times]," DrawBeing recently dibough said on the recording.
vorced, Sun thought that
SUN
Physical abuse is seen
the only way she could
over and over again in recommunicate with her now ex-husband lationships. Whether they are ongoing,
was to bind herself to him, without his have ended or are merely just a oneconsent. Enrage erupted, to say the least. night stand, abuse is commonly seen
Not only was her ex-husband Robert somewhere in the mix. But realistically,
Drawbough surprised that he was abruptly what benefits does our common culture
awoken to the thrust of handcuffs around get from this detrimental abuse?
his wrists, but he was scared for his life.
Many believe that in most cases males
A disturbing audio recording is available tend to act as the abuser while females fall
BY ANNIE ROONEY

The
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as the victim. Here is a clear case where the
roles are switched. We thought we had you
figured out America, with your dominant
male supremacy attitudes, being always a
step above females.
This was the way the American
culture adjusted. That was the norm.
Now, females have found another way
to make you scream.
Clearly the woman had issues, but if
the roles we reversed, would there be the
same surprised reaction? We hear about
male pedophiles and attackers all the time,
but are women starting to assume power
through this distraught community? Unfortunately, I cannot provide an answer.
The event leaves us with this: awareness. There are a lot of people in this world
and with our cultures' priorities being so
variously scrambled, it's hard to come
together and work harmoniously.
Many psychological problems exist
and more are developing each and every
day. Awareness is the only virtue we can
safely promote.

Mirror

SAT-optional
should not be
an option
BY JONAS STANKOVICH

The administration made a mistake when it
announced that it would make the submission of
SAT (and ACT) scores optional.
This new policy is not in the long-term interest of alumni or current and future students.
In the first place the SAT, though certainly not
a pleasurable test to take, is America's best
indicator of a student's aptitude.
We don't have a national education system,
like England, and the quality of an education
varies district by district. Fairfield now says that
they'll be able to look at grades in high school
more, but that's the problem: American high
school grades are all relative. A student with a
3.7 GPA in a high school in Massachusetts, which
has the best education system in the nation, is
probably smarter than a student with a 3.7 GPAin
Alabama, which ranks 49th in public education.
The only proven thing that would distinguish
these two students from one another would be
their SAT scores. Under Fairfield's new policy,
the student from Alabama is now just as bright
as the student from Massachusetts and is just as
likely to be accepted.
It is doubtful that the additional essay,
hailed by Fairfield as the penicillin to the SAT
disease, will sort out the differences.
There are exceptions: I spoke with a friend
who was a good student in high school but
performed poorly on the SAT. Students like
him show that the SAT should not be the only
thing taken into consideration, but it should be
considered. Although the SAT is by no means
a universal definition of intelligence, it is the
best way of ensuring that Fairfield accepts
qualified students. Its defenestration will, over
time, lower our standards.
Going the SAT-optional route hurts the
reputation of Fairfield and therefore hurts all
students, particularly those going into cutthroat competitive fields like biotechnology
and business.
In order to get into medical school, Fairfield's pre-med students need to show that they
have attended a highly competitive and rigorous
undergraduate institution which has prepared
them for their many more years of schooling that
lie ahead. As a business student, I have seen firsthand how hard it is to get a good job, particularly
in today's labor market.
I've sat in offices in Manhattan waiting to
go into an interview, and seen that the students
around me vying for the same position go to
Columbia, MIT and Yale.
It's hard enough that Fairfield students
in business have to compete against these
students; why should our administration do
anything to weaken its University's prestige?
This policy is not the end of the world;
some other high-ranked schools have chosen to
make the SAT-optional, including George Mason and Holy Cross. An education at Fairfield
is still a sound investment given its brilliant
faculty, commitment to diversity and its strong
core values that are a part of the Jesuit identity.
The administration's action will not strengthen
this investment.
In his e-mail to students announcing
the change, University President Jeffrey von
Arx stated that he hoped that eliminating the
SAT requirement would "make a Fairfield education available to as many
talented students as possible."
If Fairfield wishes to broaden the scope
of applicants, it should focus on adopting a
policy of fiscal responsibility by not charging
the equivalent of a Cadillac Escalade every
year for tuition. Watering down our acceptance
standards will only water down Fairfield's
long-term future.

Editor: Meghan Schelzi
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Alum hopes to revive WVOF
on-air team by teaching
rules of game

:

THIS IS PART OF A
'. SERIES OF FAIRFIELD
; CHARACTER PROFILES.
'. LOOK FOR MORE
; IN THE WEEKS TO COME.
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Better know a Stag

BY BRENDAN MONAHAN

2011 FUSA Vice President Brendan Sargent
BY ALEXANDRIA HEIN

Brendan Sargent, the
class of 2011 FUSA vice
president, is confused.
Which Destiny Child's
member sang with Nelly
in the song "Dilemma?"
He mutes the episode of
"Smart Guy" and consults his roommate Andy
O'Shaughnessy who is of
SARGENT
no help.
Sargent sings a few
renditions of the song still stuck on which member it is. Surrendering, he consults YouTube and
concludes it's Kelly Rowland. O'Shaughnessy
remarks on his terrible taste in music while Sargent goes on to share his all time favorite song,
"Girlfriend" by 'N Sync, featuring Nelly.
Sargent's room in Loyola Hall is on the
ground floor in the corner. In the middle of the
room's tow beds sits a futon, while an Xbox and
DVDs are scattered around on the floor. Sargent
and O'Shaughnessy have taken advantage of
their man-made "porch" outside of the window
once so far. Sargent said that all he remembers
is seeing the screen against his dresser the next
morning and thinking, "uh oh." They have yet to
return to the area.
Looking out the window to see the "porch"
they have declared theirs and its obvious that
truly it's the roof of the Loyola building. "That's
the closest we've gotten to being written up this
semester," Sargent said.

www.fairfieidmirror.com

Sargent decided to join FUSA when he
came to Fairfield because "there were not a lot
of opportunities for student government in my
high school."
As vice president, he feels that he has developed a good relationship with his class, and
as a "figurehead" he feels that getting out there
and being "normal will help everyone get along
better in the end."
Being normal includes going out with
friends on weekends, like many other students.
Sargent doesn't monitor his Facebook page, but
he does try to stay out of pictures involving alcohol. Surprisingly, the reason for that does not
involve FUSA, but rather his other job on campus
as an Orientation leader.
Sargent was eager to fill the role of sophomore class president, a position last held by
current FUSA President Jeff Seiser, who is now
a junior. Sargent has happily taken over the fundraising aspect of the "Half-Way There Cruise" for
the 2011 class. He has created fund-raising events
from selling 50-50 raffle tickets at basketball
games to a giveaway of a Disney vacation to
selling red class of 2011 sweatpants.
Sargent said the most exciting part of his job
is watching proposed plans go into action.
"Being a part of the development of something, like the sweatpants, brings me such a
reward for my work," Sargent said.
For the rest of this story go online:
www.fairfieldmirror.com/campuslife.

Out with one broadcasting season, and in with the next.
Such is life these days for Fairfield's on-campus radio station,
WVOF, and its rejuvenated lacrosse broadcast team. Only this
time, WVOF is being led by one of the station's success stories,
Fairfield alumus Mike Vitale '07.
WVOF prides itself on being part of the Fairfield Basketball Radio Network and broadcasting nearly every men's and
women's Stags hoop games, but struggled last season to put
together an on-air team for the Stags highly-watched lacrosse
team. Enter Vitale back in the hot seat and ready to teach those
VlTALE
students how to master lacrosse.
Vitale's basketball counterpart is Bob Heussler, a University of Bridgeport alum who is widely known for being the "Mr. Met" on the world
famous New York radio station WFAN. Heussler also serves as the voice of the Stags
basketball teams and official sports broadcasting advisor, particularly during the basketball season. He was a mentor to Vitale and could not be happier to see the cycle
repeating itself.
"The most satisfying thing about working with Mike is that he also wanted to
lead. That's the area where I saw him develop the most. Over time, he developed a
great sense of responsibility for what he was doing and for what the radio station was
trying to accomplish," Heussler said.
Vitale began teaching the game of lacrosse to others while still a student. The last
student he worked with, Dan Stanczyk, graduated last year, leaving current students
in the dark.
But with young blood at the microphones and old blood willing to shed light on
the rules of the road, the combination was perfect.
"Lacrosse lends itself really well to radio. I think what these guys - Vitale and Mike
Livingston and Stanczyk and those guys did a couple years ago when they started this in
04 -when they started really calling games and making it really professional... I mean
it put Fairfield on the map in a big way," said WVOF advisor Dave Grazysnki.
Such a way was when the student broadcasters, including Vitale, traveled to Duke
University and called a game in an empty press box - the host Blue Devils had no
radio broadcast team. Fairfield's presence and Duke's absence drew attention across
the lacrosse world and among fellow media outlets.
"The fact that we went down to Duke and did a game and Duke didn't have anybody doing the game ... I thought it really said something about what we are doing
here," Vitale said.
For the rest of this story go online:
www.fairfieldmirror.com/campuslife

A look back at the final year of Campus Life... EVER
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Enjoy authentic
Southern-style
take-out barbeque
Call to order - 203-319-RIBS
(203-319-7427)

1851 Post Road
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The Fairfield University Student Association is proud to present its

Annual Drive foe Five Scholarship

■

for the 2009-2010 academic year.
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All enrolled undergraduate members of the 2010, 2011, and
2012 classes are eligible to apply.

*
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Started in 1984, the Drive for Five Scholarship is intended to assist individuals who
contribute to life at Fairfield University and exhibit financial need. The money for
the scholarship is generated mainly from the FUSA Babysitting list which is sold to
many members of the Fairfield community looking for a reliable student to help
them out.
Especially in this current economic time, FUSA actively recognizes student need and
is looking to reward contributing student who have continued to give their time and
compassion despite hardships.
Applications for this scholarship are available in both the FUSA office and the
Student Activities and Facilities Office in BCC212.

All applications are due by Friday, April 3^ 4:00
in BCC 212.
Any questions can be directed to Emily Dragone, FUSA Vice President at
09_edragone@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Don't miss out on this wonderful opportunity!
Fairfield University

FUSA
Student Associat ion

(

why wait til thursday?
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twitter.com/faitfielflniirror

Editor: JP Porretta
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Slightly Stoopid rocks out Toad's Place
The San Diego based reggae-fusion band 'stoopifies' New Haven
BY ANNIE ROONEY

On the semi-spring night of March 25,
reggae/metal mix band Slightly Stoopid performed at Toad's Place in New Haven, Conn.
Opening acts included wannabee punk rock
artist Burn Unit and reggae rock band Rebelution. Doors opened at 7 p.m. as crowds poured
into the small venue near Yale University.
After painfully listening to Burn Unit's attempt to get the crowd rowdy, Rebelution took
the stage. This Santa Barbara based group, got things
started with fan-pleasing
tracks like "Feeling Alright," "Green to Black" and
"Outta Control," promoting
the use of marijuana and
underage drinking, riling up
the crowds of teenagers, college students and very few
adults. Music was clearly
not the only thing this crowd
was- excited about.
By 10:00 p.m., security guards had thrown out
numerous ticket holders.
Crowd surfing, intense mosh
pit activity and the blatant
use of illicit substances
prevailed as crowds waited
anxiously for its "Stoopid"
band to perform.
The intoxicated "stoopidheads" chanted "Slightly
Stoopid" over and over in
attempt to get the real fun
to start.
Around 10:30 p.m,.
Slightly Stoopid came on
the stage with more than just music and excitement. Beers and Ketel One vodka were kept
close to hand, providing yet another way to
"get stoopid!"
The audience, pushed, shoved and even
punched to shift closer to the stage. Swaying
and funky dancing erupted as the Slightly
Stoopid band jammed out to "No Cocaine,"
"Stoned Sega," "Mr. Officer," "Open Road"
and "2 a.m.."
Heading off at around 11:15 p.m., the band couldn't resist the cries of the crowd
and came back for a short set encore starting with "Collie Man." Ambulances and police
cars lined the

streets as security guards continued
their never-ending struggle against
some reckless law breaking fans.
While the band cannot be
blamed for some of the actions of
some supporters, it definitely set
the mood to encourage them.
Off its Myspace.com page,
Slightly Stoopid notes its influences: "Bob Marley, Led Zeppelin, Dr.
Dre, Sublime, Red Hot Chili Peppers, The Police and Miles Davis."
Fans know to expect good
music ranging from acoustic, rock, reggae, blues,
roots, hip hop, metal, dub
and punk.
Its music appeals to
such a young crowd because nothing is exceptionally bad as well as
exceptionally good.
Its SoCal style punk
rock appeals to a lot of
youngsters as well as its
ability to play under the
influence. Some crowd favorites are "Runnin' With
the Gun," "Mellow Mood"
and "Somebody."
Ending at around 12
a.m., the successful band
members wiped the sweat
off their faces and chugged
yet more beers. Then they
proceeded to head back
stage for some late night
activities. Girls crowded to
get a glimpse, a handshake
or even a free beer they were
so willingly providing.
This adrenaline-rich night was definitely
a success for the reggae band, but to some
sober audience members, it was disastrous.

Photo lllustraion by Whitney Douglas, photos by
Peter Caty/The Mirror

Slightly Stoopid band members Miles
Doughty, Kyle McDonald, Ryan Moran, Oguer Ocon, DeLa, and C-Money rock
out to a packed house last Wednesday at Toad's Place.

CHECK OUT MORE EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS OF SLIGHTLY STOOPID'S
PERFORMANCE AT TOAD'S PLACE ONLY @
WWW.FAIRFIELDMIRROR.COM

All photos taken by Peter Caty/The Mirror
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'A Sea Change' educates viewers on pollution

New independent film focuses on the danger of ocean acidification.
BY KRISTEN MCMANUS

The Smithsonian's Sant Ocean Hall was packed for the premiere of "A Sea Change,"
as the 550 seats were filled and some people were turned away at the door. At the end, the
filmmakers received a standing ovation, according to the film's blog.
The backdrop was not Hollywood, however, and where stars would normally fill the
crowd were educators, scientists and environmental enthusiasts. This was the premiere of "A
Sea Change" at the D.C. Environmental Film Festival, a film directed by Barbara Ettinger and
co-produced by Sven Huseby about the impact of ocean acidification on the environment.
"A Sea Change" details the pollution of our oceans resulting from the large amount
of carbons in the air. The tagline for the movie is: "Imagine a world without fish," a real
concern due to the rapid increase in the destruction of the oceans.
According to the film's Web site, "Top scientists warn that such a catastrophe may in fact

play out in coming generations unless widespread
awareness is raised to stop ocean acidification."
The film attempts to draw public concern to
this environmental issue that threatens the future
of our oceans and its existence for the youth of tomorrow. A Niijii Films production, cameras follow
Huseby to Norway, Alaska and the Pacific Northwest to explore the research underway there. The
film aims to engage the viewers in a relatable plot
line while informing the viewer about the dangers
of ocean acidification, according to the Web site.
Ocean acidification is the absorption of air
pollution from cars, trains, factories, etc. by oceans.
Then, this pollution becomes carbonic acid, which
lowers the natural pH of the oceans. This "reduces
the rate at which corals can produce their skeletons
and at which other marine organisms can build
their shells," according to a March 29 article from
PlanetSave.com.
And, since the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution, there has been a 30 percent increase
in the acidity of our oceans, threatening one million species with extinction according to the Web
site of the film.
Contributed Photo
The increasing prevalence of this issue could
cause most of the world's fisheries to collapse. Right
now, the global economy based on coral generates
$16 trillion per year, according to the PlanetSave article.
The movie is instigating a stir among environmentalists and skeptics alike. NBC4 (a Washington D.C. news channel) anchor Wendy Rieger blogged she could not get into the screening
because the room was too crowded - instead of being angry, however, she was ecstatic. She said
that now she knows the film will impact the audience it was meant to reach.
Ann Hornaday from the Washington Post reviewed the film in a positive light, saying
"And, at a time when plenty of documentaries want to be the 'Inconvenient Truth' of fill-inthe-issue, 'A Sea Change' brings a genuinely important subject to the fore with a welcome
lack of jargon and preaching."
"A Sea Change" will hit the West Coast at the 52nd San Francisco International Film
Festival this April.
View the trailer at Fairfieldmirror.com and look for more screenings of the film on the
East Coast soon.
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Triday Night Lights scores points with viewers
BY COURTNEY KERN

Not many people can relate to the lives of the
characters on "Friday Night Lights." The lives of
the residents of Dillon, Texas, seem to revolve
around the Dillon Panthers' games on Friday
nights and everything leading up to them.
High school students drinking beer on the
back of pickup trucks, going to the rodeo and
blowout post-game parties in backyards while
the parents, boosters and coaches celebrate at
Applebee's. The show brings you farther into the
character's lives showing you their challenges,
successes and family lives.
If a game is lost, Coach Eric Taylor comes
home to his front lawn covered with "For Sale"
signs. His life seems to go up and down with the
games he more often wins than loses.
This show is not all about football, not even
close. The lives of these Texans are all varied
and interesting in many ways. You have no
choice but to sympathize with these characters
and root for them on the football field and off.
The lives of the Taylors are enviable. The

Catch

„Friday

attractive couple, Tami and Eric Taylor, are
parents to newborn Gracie, and the 18-year-old
Julie, who is dating the team's former star quarterback, Matt
Saracen. Tami is the school's principal while Eric is the head
football coach. Despite their economic or family problems,
the Taylors appear to stay madly in love. They are happy no
matter what their economic situation and day by day, they
conquer the difficulties of raising Julie and dealing with
boosters and trying to make everyone happy. Their most
recent challenge is the redistricting of Dillon which makes
Tami's job easier with more money for the school, but will
result in the loss of many players from Eric's Panthers.
Despite Tim Riggins' unstructured family life, he is the
perfect boyfriend to Lyla Geherty, the school's sweetheart
and daughter of the head of boosters. Lyla is not all innocent
as she first got together with Tim while she was dating the
former quarterback of the Panthers, Jason Street, who was

Night Lights„ every Frjday njght at g p m Qn NBC

paralyzed in a game.
Despite missing most of his classes, seemingly holding
a beer in every scene and living with his mess of a brother,
Billy, without his parents, Tim is an integral part of the Dillon
Panthers' offense. He was best friends with Jason Street before he moved up north and is now fully dedicated to Lyla.
In the most recent episode, he lets Lyla stay at his house
and slowly gets her back on her feet after learning that her
father, Buddy Geherty has lost all of her college savings
money after investing it in a strip mall that went under. This
news is especially devastating as Lyla has just been accepted
to Vanderbilt, and without receiving financial aid, her chances
of going to college are looking slim.
Tyra Collette is the former bad girl and sort of girlfriend
of Tim Riggins. Collette is looking to go to college after turn-

ing her life around with the help of Tami Taylor.
In the most recent episode, Tyra is planning the
wedding shower for her stripper sister who is marrying Billy Riggins. She gets help from Landry, the
loveable nerd, who is best friends with Saracen.
Saracen has dealt with troubles both on and
off the field. First he is replaced by the freshman
phenom, J.D. McCoy as the starting quarterback,
Taylor walks in on him and his daughter Julie having sex, and his grandmother's mind is deteriorating, the woman whom he has cared for all alone
while his father and mother left him.
Although his mother has come back into his
life, Matt now needs to face the reality, after she
falls out of the car and scrapes her head, that his
grandmother needs a level of care and attention
that he can no longer provide on his own.
J.D. McCoy is the freshman starting quarterback. His father is so obsessed with him being
perfect on and off the football field that he controls
every move of his life, which leaves J.D. with no
friends, girlfriend or social life to speak of. J.D.'s
life revolves around football.
omatoes.com
This has changed in recent episodes when
he gets a new girlfriend named Madison, who
watches his practices and comes over to his house
often. This angers his father, especially when one of J.D.'s
coaches calls the house and says that J.D. was distracted
during practice.
His dad could not control his anger and, at the climax of
the episode, punched his son repeatedly after their semi-final
win. He was not happy with J.D.'s performance despite his
throwing the winning pass. J.D. and his mother are taking
refuge in the Taylor's house until they can figure out a plan
of what to do with the nut job father.
Each episode of Friday Night Lights is full of drama and
action. The storylines of the characters are different but all
connected. Football is just one of the many subjects of this
show. Luckily, the show's episodes are put online after they
air, ironically, on Fridays at 9 p.m..

GRADUATE
STUDIES
OPEN HOUSE
THURSDAY, APRIL 23 • 3 - 7 PM
ADANTI STUDENT CENTER
SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
• Meet graduate faculty from more than
40 areas of study.
• Learn about masters, doctoral, and sixth
year professional diploma programs,
many offered with Connecticut teacher
certification.
• Find out about financial aid and career
services.

WSouthern Connecticut
_ State University

sc

C1 T SCHOOL OF
!£jy GRADUATE STUDIES

ils

SCHOOL OP ARTS & SCIENCES
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

• Art Education
• Bilingual/Multicultural
Education/TESOL
• Biology
• Chemistry
• Creative Writing
• English
• Environmental Education
• History

• Mathematics
• Political Science
• Psychology
• Science Education
• Sociology
• Urban Studies
• Women's Studies
SIXTH YEAR
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA

• Science Education

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
• Business Administration
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION,
INFORMATIONS!:
UBRARY SCIENCE
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

• Computer Science
• Library Science/Library Information
SIXTH YEAR
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA

• Library Science/Library Information

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
DOCTORAL PROGRAM

. Ed.D. Educational Leadership
MASTER'S PROGRAMS

• Counseling
• Elementary Education
. Exercise Science
. Reading
• Research, Statistics & Measurement
• School Health Education
• School Psychology
• Special Education

SIXTH YEAR
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA

SCHOOL OF HEALTH &
HUMAN SERVICES

• Classroom Teacher Specialist

MASTER'S PROGRAMS

• Counseling

• Educational Foundations
. Educational Leadership
• Reading
. School Psychology
• Special Education

• Communication Disorders
• Marriage and Family Therapy
• Nursing
. Public Health
. Recreation and Leisure Studies
. Social Work

.

To register for the open house, call 800-448-0661 / 203-392-5240 or visit www.SouthernCT.edu/grad
--v-.Fv.
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Blah... real 'Monsters
BY CHRISTEN MECABE

"Monsters Inc.," it is not. Despite being
on top of the box office this past weekend,
"Monsters vs. Aliens" fails to capture the
interest of its audience.
While seeing in the film in 3-D will
win over the kids, adults will be able to
tell that it is merely a selling point for
the mediocre computer-animated feature.
Both 3-D and computer animation have
done better.
Even with an all-star cast of voices,
"Monsters vs. Aliens" seems to fall short.
Reese Witherspoon sounds bored as the
voice of Susan Murphy, who is renamed Ginormica after being hit by a meteor on her
wedding day and growing forty feet. She
is not only miscast but also overused. The title of the movie
promises more
than
one "monster."
A f ter being
transported
to a government
facility, Susan meets
the other monsters,
who are far more interesting than she, even though
its characters are not
fleshed out. All of
the monsters pay
homage to the
sci-fi staples
such as The
Blob, the
50 Foot

Mirror

t

Woman, The Creature from the Black Lagoon, etc. Too bad this will all be lost on
its core audience.
The rag-tag group under wraps by
the government includes mad scientist Dr.
Cockroach (Hugh Laurie), a hybrid ape/fish
named The Missing Link (Will Arnett), the
adorable Insectasaurus and the fan favorite
B.O.B. (Seth Rogen).
Rogen certainly has a future in animation, as his voice is perfectly suited for the
lovable but brainless, blue blob. His character provides some much needed comic
relief to the otherwise dull and clunky plot.
A highlight is a scene with B.O.B. asking a
plate of green jello out on a date and later
proclaiming
his love for her and her
chunks of
pineapple.
After too much rising action, the
group of monsters is poised to battle
the alien invader Gallaxhar (Rainn
Wilson), who is set on destroying
Earth. The film is only an hour and
thirty minutes, but it takes forever to
get to any action. The over-hyped
first battle sequence between
Gallaxhar's giant robot
and Susan through San
Francisco could have
potentially been a visual accomplishment, but didn't add up
and was tiresome.
Even the final battle between the
monsters
and aliens
was anticlimactic.
The film really should be named
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Although it shows promise, the new Dreamworks film "Monsters vs. Aliens" fails to
capture the interest of it's audience.
"Monsters vs. Alien," since there is only
one (lame) alien. The writing falls short
of Wilson's high expectations. It was hard
to understand what exactly Gallaxhar is
after and what his motives
are. Maybe the writers were
too enamored with B.O.B. to

even care that the plot does not really make
sense. The moral of the story is predictable
and stale.
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Fairrield

f UNIVERSITY

Career Corner

Internship and Full-time Employment
Application Deadlines
The Hartford Financial Serv.
The Hartford Financial Serv.

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

Two Graduate
Info Sessions
on campus
5:30 - 7:00 pm

Please RSVP:

M

fairfield.edu/gradinfo

s
Wed., April I1st
- Education & Allied Professions

Tues., April 7th
- American Studies
- Business
- Communication
- Creative Writing (MFA)
- Engineering
- Mathematics
- Nursing

gradadmis@mail.fairfielcl.edu, Fairfield, Connecticut, 888.488.6840 | 203.254.4184
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES.

AFFORDABLE TUITION.

RESPECTED FACULTY.

Business Technology Internship
4/4
Business Technology Analyst
4/4
- Leadership Development Program
Internal Revenue Service
Internal Revenue Officer (IRS)
4/15
Tauck Foundation
Sparks Intern
4/15
AXA Equitable
Financial Professional
4/25
First Investors
Financial Services Representative
4/29
- Management Training Program
Eze Castle Software, LLC
Business Consultant
4/29
Eze Castle Software, LLC
Jr. Connectivity Consultant
4/29
Northwestern Mutual - Meadows Group
Financial Representative
4/29
•
Financial Representative Intern
4/29
Worldwide Trade Partners LLC
Tax Consultant
4/29
Stolt-Nielsen USA Inc.
Treasury Intern
4/29
Connecticut State Police
Connecticut State Trooper Trainee
4/29
CVS/Pharmacy
Retail Management Intern
4/29
First Investors Corp.
Financial Services Representative
4/29
Reader's Digest
4/29
Finance Intern
Reader's Digest
Marketing Intern
4/29
Reader's Digest
Human Resources Intern
4/29
Reader's Digest
Tax Intern
4/29
Grassroots Campaigns, Inc. Canvass Director
4/29
Melville Group/MetLife
Financial Advisor
4/29
Waddell & Reed Inc.
Financial Advisor
4/30
Be sure to check eRecruiting regularly for updates!!!
Visit: http://fairfield.erecruiting.com/er/security/login.jsp

Drop-In Hours @ The Career Planning Center
Do you have a quick question or want your resume reviewed?
Fridays

1:30 - 4:00p.m.

Career Planning /Kelley Center

Editor: Tom Cleary
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HE Said / SHE Said

Kristen McManus

To judge a girl by her cover (or lack thereof)
As spring rolls around a lot of ing it for us. But show a little skin,
things begin to change on and we'll be all over you like white
and off campus. Trees and on rice.
flowers will bloom, the sun will
I'll admit it, us guys are pretty
shine ever brighter and the Quad's easy to please when it comes to
sod will hopefully turn from an dress. But be warned: You are
unhealthy yellow to a bright shade all being judged and compared
of green.
against one another with the most
More importantly to you, the coldiscerning of eyes. So if you
lege male, spring also brings the
don't have it, please don't
starting of mating season. And it's
flaunt it: one-pieces exist
not the kind you see on National
for a reason. However, if
Geographic. It's the kind
there are any babes out
that's on HBO on Thursdays
^ there that can make a
after 11 p.m.
one-piece look stellar, I
The reason for the
want to meet you and
apparent sexual frustrayour roommates. I'll
tion at Fairfield is due
even wear my Speedo
to something more than
for you all.
just pheromones. It may
As this warm spell
have something to do with
continues, I urge you
the emergence of the two
guys to take advantage
hibernating articles of our
of every opportunity to
dearest affection: bikinis and
get in some drawers. Seminiskirts. Oh, and of course,
niors, may I remind you
the fun contained therein.
only have one month left to get
Apart from the girls that stood with your freshman crush, even if
outside Bravo in stripper attire she has gained a few pounds from
all winter long, the revival of the all that Keystone since you first
female summer wardrobe is like a spotted her in September. Yes,
breath of fresh air. Sorry ladies, as spring at Fairfield is a beautiful
much as you love your North Face thing, especially when considering
jackets, they just haven't been do- our beautiful co-ed population.

lhi6 winter, melt
their hearu with
each Bum Tan.

Do not infer much from the
way a woman dresses, even
if she is wearing a skirt that
resembles a tube top. Maybe she
just likes the cool air on her legs,
rather than your sweaty hands or
booze breath.
Example: last week I was "reprimanded" by a few male friends
about the downside of wearingi
dark undergarments that can
peep through a shirt. Summary:
Black bra=easy. Pink, red or
patterned bra=even easier.
And of course a guy's first
thought, if he's so lucky to
land one of the two options
listed here, is to check
his wallet or back
pocket to make sure
that if he is seeing
pink later that night,
he's well insured.
The underwear assumption is false. Black underwear is just sexy, and fun to
wear. Avert your eyes to our faces,
please - we can actually see you
staring at our various body parts.
And, if you live in a beach house
with the word "luck" in the title,
that doesn't guarantee you'll have
any that evening.
If we choose to show skin, don't

assume that our tan is fake or that
pale skin is not chic. Celebrities show
us that pale is in. Look at L. Lohan, a
person whose actions I feel everyone
secretly or not-so-secretly emulates
on the weekends. She loves all
things white: her "breathe" tattoo,
her girlfriend's hair, cocaine. And
we all know she's the epitome of
classy fashion.
If you consider a female's
outfit "weird," know that many
women dress to impress other
women. Don't say "Why
is your belt around your
torso?" or, "Don't
your feet hurt in
those heels?" Bei cause: we don't
usually use belts
to hold our pants
up (you shouldn't
***^ either, it just makes
things that much
more difficult and awkward) and those heels can double
as weapons.
Lastly, in reference to last week:
Sir He Said, how do you know that
your offensive "would you rathers"
would not be welcomed by me?
Then again, don't assume much
from that comment.
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College Crossword
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Don't have a cow, man!
ACROSS
1. swine
4. comic sound
8. one of Marge's sisters
13. opera singer's solo
15. gently initiate
16. related to an infection
17. Teacher Edna
19. Greek island
20. catch fire
21.sneaky
23. mine, in ancient times
24. shrewd
25. laundry detergent brand
27. Homer voicer Dan
34. prefix relating to the stomach
37. domain
38. beer quantity
39. portions of a circle
40. singes
41. fright
42. if by this, it's two
43. Lesotho unit of money
44. Smirnoff product
45. Simpsons voicer (2 wds.)
48. that guy is, for short
49. once-in-a-lifetime event
(hyph.)
53. Helen locale
56. sweet potato
59. Person from an African
republic
60. heart part
62. the oldest daughter (2 wds.)
64. Nebraska city
65. racial insult
66. not ever, poetically
67. See 8 Across
68.yep
69. not wet
DOWN
I.Chinese dialect
2. German flower
3. he could be jolly and green
4. Native American tents

The

COFFEE BREAK

by Joshua O'Connell
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27
14
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36

39

29

45

54

55
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5. random event, for short
6. takes advantage
7. dude, you're getting one!
8. a polymer used in electric

cables
9. aviator
10. leafy object
11. "All the Things She Said"
group
12. big bang theory element
14. kidnaps
18. church location
22. screams
26. male sheep
28. not fiction
29. creepy
30. East Indian fruit
31. squeaked out
32. type of tree
33. Indian city

32

33

38

4
9 2
1

57

I

65

53

|

9
50

51

52

8

59

63

m r
69

"
34. bad wound
35. region
36. what forms to protect 34
Down
40. know-it-all tone
41. grill promoter George
43. type of soap
44. snake poison
46. musical pace
47. prayer aid
50. paddled
51. one who takes a plane
52. intense
53. city in New Mexico
54. major Italian city
55.spoken
57. too
58. cow product
61. in brief, they can tow your car
63. take to court

NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
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This year. Ernst & Young
has reason to celebrate.
Thank you Fairfield University.
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We can't wait to welcome our brightest new colleagues. From the moment you walk through
the doors, you'll hit the ground running. Look forward to a career that challenges you, offers
diverse global opportunities and on-the-job training that will help you realize your true potential.
Congratulations on moving forward with the organization BusinessWeek ranks the
No. 1 "Best Place to Launch Your Career."
Robert Anastasi

Jennifer DeBrincat

Michael Massimo

Eric Pennino

Lauren Callahan

Christopher Fonseca

Seana Mazzarino

Mark Perugini

Brian Caulfieid

Cara Fusco

Michael McKay

Frank Pizzo

Feng Chen

Kelly George

Jason Nalbandian

Frank Pontoriero

Lauren Cimpl

Geoffrey Griffin

Mark Pace

Adam Zandonella

Krysten De Giglio

Alex Maldonado

Francesco Pellegrino

To launch your career, check out ey.com/us/eyinsight.
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Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Editor: Keith Connors

No. 20 men's lacrosse rides
four-game win streak into
Georgetown showdown
BY KEITH CONNORS

Peter Caty/The Mirror
Sophomore midfielder Ryan Mulford attempts a shot in the team's 10-8 win over Vermont, the team's sixth win of the season.

Fight to the finish
Copelan, No. 20 Stags continue to show resiliency, grit in recent comeback wins

t

KEITH CONNORS
SPORTS EDITOR

Head coach
Andy Copelan,
iHlKfo
flanked by senior
defenders Billy
Honovich and Matt Petre, emerged from
the locker room with a rather sobering
look on his face.
Quite the opposite of what you'd expect from a head coach that just witnessed
a stunning fourth quarter comeback and
his team's fourth consecutive victory, a
10-8 win over Vermont.
"I'm sorry you had to witness that,"
Copelan said, before I could even get a
word out of my mouth.

There's an old saying in sports:
Complacency kills. Copelan, who stresses the importance of "continuos improvement" probably has that one on a poster
somewhere.
Still, if the team's recent wins against
Hobart and Vermont illustrate anything, it
is that his players are very much buying
into that mindset.
And one other rallying cry.
"Coach [Copelan] really drives it
home that we're the only team in the conference that controls our own destiny," freshman goalkeeper Charlie Cipriano said.
At the moment, the Stags are one of
two teams [Massachusetts] in the Eastern
Coastal Athletic Conference (ECAC) with

an unbeaten conference record.
That stat includes Georgetown,
Fairfield's upcoming weekend opponent,
and Loyola (Md.), another daunting game
that lies in mid-April. Given that Fairfield
has yet to play either of those teams - or
UMass - the jury is still very much out on
Fairfield's postseason hopes or the year's
ultimate ending.
But as the season progresses, continuous improvement begins to rear its head. At
the moment, a national ranking and a 6-2
start is just about as good as it gets.
But complacency kills. So while
the school celebrates four straight wins,
Copelan and company turn their eyes
toward Georgetown, and beyond.

;HE SAID IT...

tWl

"I think communication is critical. I
think execution is critical. And I think
having a workman-like attitude

jWOMEN'S LACROSSE

is critical."
On the rebound: Following a difficult, 17-8 loss against No. 16
Dartmouth in New Hampshire, the Stags rebounded with two convincing wins against Manhattan and Iona, the team's first conference
victories of the season. Senior Rebecca White, the MA AC Offensive
Player of the Week, led the team with eleven goals on the week.
IBASEBAUL

Making it eight: Building off of the momentum of a strong start to
the MAAC season, the Stags captured yet another sweep - this time
against University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) in this
past weekend's series - and defeated in-state rival Quinnipiac to stretch
the team's season-high win streak to eight games.
IMEN'S TENNIS

National treasure: The Stags may have dropped their first match of
the year on Monday afternoon (a 4-3 loss to Villanova), but Fairfield
is still garnering national attention. Senior Chip Palumbo was ranked
106th in singles play by the Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA).
Palumbo is undefeated in singles play thus far in the spring season.

-Men's lacrosse head coach Andy Copelan on
his takeaways from the team's 10-8 victory
over Vermont on Tuesday.

In lacrosse, you only get 10 seconds. It's either advance
the ball or hand it right back over to the opposition".
So with no aide from open teammates or "help!" calls
in sight, senior defender Billy Honovich decided to sprint
toward midfield. Only he kept going and, after running the
length of the field, saw an unlikely opening, breaking to
the net and scoring his first career goal.
"Matt [Petre] scored on Saturday [against Hobart],
so I couldn't be the only one not scoring," Honovich said
with a smile.
The goal was one of several momentum-shifting plays
in the latter half of the team's 10-8 win over Vermont on
Tuesday, the team's second consecutive come-from-behind
and second half comeback. The team also trailed Hobart
by two goals at the half this past Saturday, but rallied for
a five-goal second half to secure a 9-7 win.
Freshman attackman Mike Esposito scored with just
over three seconds left in the third quarter, ending Vermont's
streak of four consecutive goals and pulling the Stags to
within three heading into the game's last frame.
The Stags would go on to score the game's next five goals,
highlighted by Honovich's athletic goal to give Fairfield the
lead. Esposito and fellow freshman Brent Adams, who tallied
three goals each, led the team in scoring.
Despite the positive end result, and Fairfield's extended
winning streak, the game was marred with sloppy play the team's combined for 32 turnovers in the first "half - and
both sides showed signs of inconsistency.
"They haven't shown any quit in them, which is a positive," head coach Andy Copelan said of his team. "Now
the negative is that we've put ourselves in a position where
we've had to scramble to win ballgames, and I think sooner
or later if we're not careful it is going to come back and
nip us in the tail."
"Georgetown is a phenomenal team. If we play like we
have played in the past couple of games, we're going to end
up losing," senior defender Matt Petre said. "So we really
have to buckle down and execute mentally and finish."
"[Georgetown] has to be the biggest game on our
schedule right now," Honovich added.

WHAT TO WATCH FOR
Saturday
@ Georgetown (4-5)
Sat., April, 4, 1 p.m.
Multi-Sport Field

[GAME OF THE WEEK

\

Women's Lacrosse vs. Marist
Friday, April 3
Head coach Mike Waldvogel and the Stags
can do more than ease the pain of last week's
loss to Dartmouth; the team can begin to erase
memory of last season's postseason loss to the
Red Foxes in the MAAC Tournament. Marist
enters the game winners of five of the team's
last six games, and boast a 7-2 overall record.
Fairfield has won both of its conference games
thus far this season.

MALE STAG-LETES OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Ryan Berthod '10 and Dan Sauter '12
SPORT: Men's Tennis
ACHIEVEMENT: The tandem has won 10 consecutive matches and was recently
ranked nationally (61st) by the Intercollejgiate Tennis Association.
-

FEMALE STAG-LETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Paulina Rys '10
SPORT: Women's Tennis
ACHIEVEMENT: Rys, the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference's Player of the Week,
shined in the Stags' conference matches against Rider and Loyola, compiling a 4-0 record.
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Steve Wojciechowski/The Mirror
After just three years at the helm of Fairfield's men's basketball team, "Dapper" Ed Cooley has decided to take his fine suits down to Kentucky, to take over the storied Wildcats.

Fairfield mourns as Kentucky tabs Cooley as next head coach
BY NORMAN DALE

From Providence to Boston to Fairfield, the life and times
of Ed Cooley has been nothing short of a roller coaster.
Next stop: Lexington.
Despite rapid speculation that the Kentucky Wildcats
named Memphis head coach John Calipari as the successor
to Billy Gillespie, Athletic Director Mitch Barnhart did an
about-face and hired Cooley, the upstart, dapperly dressed
coach of the Stags.
"My Old Kentucky home," Cooley serenaded. "My
time at Fairfield was short, but now it's 'Our Time' here
in Lexington."
Florida head coach Billy Donovan and Oklahoma State
Travis Ford were also rumored as potential candidates.
Cooley stressed that he learned a great deal in his brief
tenure with the Stags.
"You know, for these past few weeks, I've been saying
that if there's any coach that has gone through what I went
through this year with Fairfield, that I'll buy his books, watch
his DVDs, go to his camps," Cooley said of his tumultuous
season that was marred with injuries and unrest.

"I just realized that I'm that coach." Cooley said. "It's
me, boys. So here I am down South, and I'm bringing my
books, my DVDs and my camps with me."
Cooley is especially thrilled to be taking his craft
to perhaps the most storied program in college basketball history.
"I love it here," Cooley said. "I'm from the Northeast,
but I'm a Southern boy at heart. I love bluegrass. I've got
a few Lynyrd Skynyrd albums. I rock jean shorts now and
then. I bought an RV I just got a Dale Earnhardt tattoo."
"Colonel Sanders and I will get a long just fine in
Kentucky - don't you worry," he added.
Cooley added that he plans on becoming one of the
state's most recognizable faces. Beginning next week,
Cooley and new associate head coach Al Skinner, who is
leaving Boston College to aide his long-time friend, will
breed thoroughbreds at a farm near neighboring Transylvania University.
"We're naming our first horses Ray Charles and
Stevie Wonder. We're planning on running the Derby,"
Skinner said.
Regardless of Cooley's relative inexperience on the

An empty netter
BY RON FRANCIS

Zero goals. Not one. Despite hosting the NCAA hockey tournament, the
Fairfield Stags could not manage to get
one goal past their opponents.
"It was like we didn't even show
up," head coach Dan Akeson said. "This
was worse than all the times the New
York Rangers have lost in the playoffs
the past few years. I'm embarrassed."
Akeson, a former sports writer and
roller hockey phenom, was hired as the
Stags head coach after a successful club
season in the fall. But this was not the
result he expected.
"When Gene [Doris] called me and

IINSIDESPORTS:

offered me the job, I thought we would
at least be able to score a goal," Akeson
said while frowning. "But I guess I was
wrong. Not a single goal all season."
Fairfield was surprised to even be a
part of the tournament, but learned that
a loophole in the NCAA's rules allowed
for a host University to automatically
qualify to play in the year-end tournament that ends with the Frozen Four.
"We were shocked when we found
out," Doris said. "Honestly we were
surprised we even were asked to host."
The NCAA was also surprised to
find out that Fairfield actually does not
have a hockey team.
"First of all, how does a North-

national level, pundits lauded the Wildcats for a bold,
decisive decision.
"Cooley! The coach! The 'Cats! Now that is one big
time, surprising, sensational, stunning selection, my friends!"
CBS play-by-play announcer Gus Johnson said. "Cooley is
going to be the quite the find for those felines!"
"He was mah-vah-lous on the air," WFAN personality
Mike Francesca said of his March Madness partner. "Finding Uncle Mo? Christers? Forget Kentucky; SNLis hiring!
I wish Gir-ahdi and the Yanks were this funny."
Former player and senior Jon Han could not be reached
for comment.
Meanwhile, Fairfield athletic director Gene Doris
also did not respond to phone calls. CBS Sports reported
that Doris and Fairfield higher ups were huddling with
Calipari, who was so angry with Kentucky's decision that
he plans to make a move back to mid-major basketball in
the Northeast.
"If there's one positive I can take from all of this,
it's that my assistant coaches were dressed nicely,"
Calipari said in disgust.

Stags disappointed with lack of results in Bridgeport
during Frozen Four Regionals
eastern university not have a hockey
team?" said NCAA representative James
Thompson. "Second of all, you mean
to tell me that Fairfield University and
Sacred Heart aren't the same school?"
Thompson went on to explain that
he thought Sacred Heart, which does
have a hockey team, would be the host.
He was confused by the fact that a University that costs over $48,000 a year to
attend not only did not have a hockey
team, but also could not find anyone to
do a better concert than John Legend
"Sacred Heart has hockey and
50 Cent," Thompson said. "We obviMartin Brodeur/The Mirror
ously chose the wrong school to host
Last
year's
men's
club
hockey
team
soared to new
the tournament."
..he.ig.llt.s^This.year's: varsity? .Not so. much,

FAIRFIELD FOOTBALL SET FOR BIG EAST DEBUT P. 17;

FRAGER DEPARTS TEAM FOR HAIR MODELING CAREER P. 17

